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the game has a full english dub, and the voice actors and musical arrangements are the same as the japanese version. the story is told from the point of view of the player in the story mode, and the player's club is called the "seiya" (seiya means "sword" in japanese.) this is
because they saved the world by recovering a sword that was buried for a long time in the dirt. the inazuma eleven team has changed the team name from the "seiya" (seiya means "sword") to the "polar star" (polar star means "star" in japanese). the game also has a new way to

watch online matches. certain matches are ranked (referring to difficulty) and you can watch the matches from the top of the rankings. the players can become more familiar with one another through such challenges, or even fight against other players for bragging rights. the
character has a great feeling of beating other people through their stats, which is a great way of making friends in this game. when it comes to inazuma eleven the world tournament 2012, don't let any references to football (soccer if you're of the north america persuasion) or the

snazzy kits fool you, this isn't a football game. it's a ball game with football-style rules, infused with extravagant special moves and buckets of charm, which is guaranteed to raise an initial smile for anyone who remembers when video games were little more than silly fantasies
and over-the-top action. unfortunately for this title, that smile won't last long for grown-up gamers, though the younger target audience may get through the full match.
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